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BONDS MEADOW COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION 

Minutes of the Committee Meeting Held on  
 

19th April 2016 at Ashdale 
 

Present: Allyson Barron (Chair), John Ward, Margaret Martin, Brian Hunter, 
  Christina Brinded, Peter Brinded, Peter Aldous, Lynne Ward 
 
Apologies:     Sheila Hunter, Lindsey Andrews 
 
Minutes of Previous Meeting 
 
The total balance of the Treasurer’s Report should read £417-15 not £427-15.  This has been 
corrected on the master copy.  Otherwise the minutes were agreed to be correct. 
 
Matters Arising 
 
The Kew Gardens Growing Wild seeds have arrived.  The Butterflies of Britain event had to 
be cancelled owing to bad weather.  The AGM is confirmed for 25th June.   
 
Chair’s Report 
 
Allyson has followed up the motor-bikes problem with SNO Sue Kershaw who is retiring.  No 
motor bikes have been heard recently but there have been fresh tracks.  Preventative 
measures were discussed.  We need kissing gates at the two open entrances at the Bonds 
Meadow residents’ end.  The gap next to the Hall Road entrance gate needs filling.  The Hall 
Road boundary needs fencing as it is at present completely open. Could this be raised with 
District and/or County Councillors?  Allyson is still publicising and encouraging volunteers to 
join.   
 
Treasurer’s Report 
 
This was given by Brian on behalf of Sheila 
 
Current funds are   £319-58    (These are the lowest for some time) 
 
To come from Molly Ward  £  50-00    (Thank you to Molly) 
 
                                                           £369-58 
 
The Co-op Scheme is still operating.  It finishes at the end of April.  We are not sure how much 
to expect, but we hope to get a proportion of this. 
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PROJECT MANAGERS REPORT                                    19th April 2016 

Activity – Recently. 

Pathways - All Pathways are checked weekly, and cleared of encroachment. Some have 

become very slippery due to the mud. Where possible we are making safe by depositing 

chippings on the upward slope to Sunhenge, and by widening the path, and putting down cut 

vegetation on the approach to the lower meadow. Approximately half way up the slope, on 

the right hand side we had a Mallard sitting on her nest. She is now escorting 3 small chicks. 

I had never seen the pathways as muddy as they were .Thankfully they are now drying out. 

Litter Picking – Excellent work by Margaret each week continuing her weekly litter patrols 

helps ensure that litter is kept to a minimum. Tonight (hopefully) Richard Stone's Geo Cache 

team have collected the litter pickers that I left for them, and are in the process of having a 

thorough litter sweep. I assume they will pick up all the rubbish that has been thrown over 

the fence of the residential bungalow near Alison. 

Tree situation – Waveney Norse have finally cut down the dangerous tree that was 

overhanging the main approach to Bonds Meadow opposite Richard Stone's house.     

Thankfully there have been no further tree falls this past couple of weeks. 

Suffolk Wildlife Trust – Tracey Housley unfortunately injured her ankle therefore she was 

unable to make her scheduled visit last Monday, instead she has re made the appointment 

for next Monday at 10.00am.         

BOB – Butterflies of Britain update. They had planned to launch with a Grand event on 

Saturday April 9th. Unfortunately the weather was forecast to be wet all day, and after 

discussion with Lindsey on the Friday, she reluctantly agreed to call the day off. I have 

suggested an alternate day which is Saturday May 28th. To date Lindsey has not decided if 

she will go ahead with this, however I have seen an email today from her asking if she 

should go ahead in May. 

Frogs – I have managed to acquire several buckets of tadpoles from Westwood School’s 

pond. They has been distributed into two of our ponds. Hopefully we should soon see the 

end result. 

Fencing beside the main track – Helped by Peter and our new volunteers we completely 

dismantled the broken fencing that has for so long been an eyesore. I will be burning the 

fencing panels next week. 

New Volunteers – Yes we have two (hopefully) Tony Fewkingdon a retired chap living locally 

has joined Peter and myself for the past two weeks, and is very keen to continue coming on 

a Tuesday morning. Spookily he told me that he has a photo of me at his home, turns out 

that we both share a distant relative! Today another volunteer named Paul turned up with his 

wife, and they were a great help in dismantling the fence. So now we have 5! 

Forthcoming Holiday – I am away again soon. From Sunday May 1st to Friday May 14th 

Peter Aldous.    Project Manager  
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Project Management Report  (continued) 
 
John added that Nick and Richard helped to put the owl box up.  Both have offered future 
help if needed.  Richard will do a bird survey.  John thinks he has heard a tawny owl since 
the owl box was put up.  A fire has been let in the Dell again.  It was agreed that Margaret 
will e-mail the police to inform them quoting the previous incident reference SC-06042016-
86.  
 
Planting “Growing Wild” Seeds 
 
We agreed that Allyson and Margaret would plant the Kew Gardens Growing Wild mixed 
wildflower seeds in the top meadow next Tuesday 26th April.  John said he could take a box. 
 
AGM 
 
It was confirmed the AGM will take place in the Small Hall at Oulton Community Centre on 
Saturday 25th June from 10.30 - 12.30.  Arrive at 10.00 to set up.  We are seeking a new 
Treasurer.  Allyson will follow-up her contact.  It was suggested we make it a high profile 
event.  Make business matters a smaller part.  We could print certificates to thank 
volunteers.  Invite guest speakers.  Suggestions for this included talks about the pollination 
of bees and butterflies and how Bonds Meadow is helping gardens.  Peter A will ask Lindsey 
if she can talk about butterflies.  Allyson may be able to secure someone who can speak 
about bees.  Organize a publicity shot.  Send members paper invitations but contact them by 
e-mail if possible.  Invite the Bond family. Invite Essex and Suffolk Water and our local 
councilors.  (Agenda item for next meeting).   
 
The amended draft constitution was approved and will be presented to the AGM. 
 
Keeping Members Informed and Engaged 
 
The web-site is the main source of information.  Although the printed newsletter is still 
relevant, can we communicate electronically?  Get members’ e-mail addresses. 
 
Fund-Raising 
On-going. 
 
Web-site 
Latest minutes need to be put on. Send news to John.  John will set up a Bonds Meadow 
Facebook page when time permits.   
 
Encroachment 
Colin Law has responded to our last e-mail but this needs to be discussed separately.  John 
and Lynne have been away and have been unable to set up a separate encroachment 
meeting, but it is in hand.  Margaret will acknowledge Colin’s e-mail to thank him and to tell 
him we will be in touch.  John and Lynn will try to set up a meeting with a planning officer 
and investigate the land registry.  After this we will formulate a response to Colin.   
 
AOB 
Lindsey and Steve of Butterflies of Britain want to put a bug hotel up.  They want to put it on 
the embankment by the Ashdale boundary.  This was agreed.  John said he would love to 
help. 
 
Date of Next Meeting   7.30 pm on 17th May at Ashdale.                                                              


